Abstract-Discourse analysis as a sub-discipline of linguistics is useful in understanding the teaching and learning process and practices of a language. In line with that, this article applies discourse analysis framework in discussing the classroom pedagogical discourse practices of English language lessons at primary school level in Malaysia. The discussion is based on three case studies conducted in the state of Melaka. The pedagogical discourse in the classrooms was observed, audio recorded and later transcribed and analysed. The pedagogical discourse analysed focuses on the teachers' and students' practices. Among the teachers' practices identified were questioning, accepting and explaining where as the students' practices were answering and listening. These pedagogical practices are discussed in relation to their types, place of occurrences in the discourse and their related examples. The discussion hopes to give details on how linguistics, especially discourse analysis, benefits in language pedagogy and at the same time, enlightens the practices of English language lessons in the classrooms.
teaching and learning. Class-based L2 learning is often improved when teachers have a detailed understanding of the relationship between teacher talk, interaction and learning opportunity (Walsh, 2006) . This paper applies discourse analysis framework in discussing the classroom pedagogical discourse practices of English as a second language lessons at primary school level in Malaysia. The pedagogical discourse in the classrooms was observed, audio recorded, transcribed and later analysed. The aims were to identify the teachers" and students" practices in the classrooms.
II. DATA
The data collected for this paper were through case studies of three classroom discourses of three teachers teaching Year 4 and 5 pupils in city of Melaka. The first teacher [text 1] was a female teacher who had a diploma. She had been teaching English for 13 years and the topic of her standard 5 lesson was World of Stories (The Golden Touch). The second teacher [text 2] was also female with a certificate in teaching Tamil language and had been teaching English for 2 years. Her standard 4 lesson for that day was using a letter (for comprehension and grammar). The final teacher [text 3] was a male teacher who also had a certificate in teaching English. He had been teaching English for 28 years and his standard 5 lesson for this study was World of Stories (Mat Janim and the Oil). Each class lesson lasted for an hour and as such, the total length of the discourse was 3 hours. Three classroom discourses were chosen because each discourse contains 1055, 1329, 1218 utterances respectively [a total of 3602 utterances]. The discourse was collected through direct audio recording during the lessons. The whole process took place in April 2009. Recordings were transcribed into texts and sort into moves and utterances. To easily manage the analysis, each utterance is given a number as shown below.
( III. PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES Practices in this paper refer to the utterances as functional units in communication. Searle (1981) termed this as speech acts and Fairclough (1982) , as speech functions. According to Searle (1981) In general, the focus of classroom discourse textual analysis is on features of teacher-student interaction. Generally, interactive control in discourse is concerned with ensuring that interaction takes place effectively at specific levels of organization, for example systems of smooth distribution in turn taking, topic selection and exchange as well as question-answering (Fairclough, 1992) . The discourse practices discussed in this paper are the teachers and students" practices revealed in the three texts.
IV. TEACHERS PRACTICES
Among teachers practices founded are questioning, accepting, explaining, informing, instructing, correcting, rejecting, modeling etc. The occurrences of the practices are shown in Table 1 . [111] Its not a vase, its not a vase.
[112] It"s a… Roshan? P:
[113] Jug. T:
[114] It"s a jug aa.
[115] It"s a…? P:
[116] Jug. T:
[117] Jug.
[118] Ok, it"s a jug or a? [119] A jug or a? P:
[120] Pot. (Source: Text 3) In (2), the teacher asked the close-questions in moves [117] and [121] which required the pupils to simply answer yes or no. This is the most prominent textual feature used in the pedagogic discourse identified in this study in terms of questioning techniques. Apart from yes/no answers required by the pupils, the teachers also focused on getting pupils to supply a one word answer in (3) moves [86] and [88] . In (4) too it shows that the teacher also required the pupils to produce one word answer as in moves [113] , 116] and [120] .
In the discourse analysed, there were instances when the teachers answered the questions themselves rather than allowing students to answer. The teachers questioned but proceeded to answer them. The teachers did not provide time for the students to think and offer their own opinions. Ok, bang..? P:
[99] Gle. T:
[100] Bangle. (Source: Text 1) b) Informing Informing is to tell something. In this study, informing is the second widely used speech function with a total of 323/3602 utterances. It appeared 60 times in text 1, 176 in text 2 and 87 in text 3. The discourse analysed in this study reflects prominently the teacher"s role and teaching profession. For example, this practice happens when a teacher prefers to offer information, explanations, descriptions or answers to students rather than allowing students to discuss, analyse or summarise in order to seek for their own answers. In other words, the teacher speaks more than the student. Discourse is, thus, centred on the teacher. This practice can be seen below. Short and smaller (Source: Text 1) All instances in (9), (10) (11) and (12) illustrate an absence of interaction between the teachers and the pupils. Teachers preferred to take the authority to inform rather than giving the opportunities for the pupils to exercise critical thinking in discussing or analyzing a particular topic. The teachers have power over the discourse and it is unevenly shared out with the pupils. c) Acceptance Acceptance is when teachers accept or acknowledge the pupils" answers. e) Question and answer Apart from the teachers asking questions for students to answer as mentioned earlier, there is another type of practice that the teacher employed in the classrooms. This is by asking pupils questions but not giving the thinking time for the pupils to think of the answers expected. The teachers instead answer their own posed questions and this happened 63, 11 and 58 times in texts 1, 2 and 3 respectively giving a total of 132/3602 times of the total utterances. . This practice is repeated in (24) where the teacher asked the pupils how to spell "hire" in move [330] but she proceeded to spell it herself in move [331] without waiting for the pupils to contribute their answers. f) Modelling Teachers used 93/3602 of the total utterances to model the correct way of pronouncing words and also to have the pupils to repeat after them. However in text 1, no modeling was used by the teacher as compared to 73 in text 2 and 20 in text 3.
(25) T:
[1088] I want you to go this one again aa.
[1089] Wash. P:
[1090] Wash. T:
[1091] Washed. P:
[1092] Washed. T:
[1093] Walk. P:
[1094] Walk. T:
[1095] Walked. P:
[1096] Walked. T:
[1097] Bring P:
[ [223] Princess Stefanie (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[224] Princess Stefanie (and continue reading passage) T:
[225] Begged (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[226] Begged (and continue reading passage) T:
[227] Horrible (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[228] Horrible (and continue reading passage) T:
[229] Lesson (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[230] Lesson (and continue reading passage) T:
[231] The kind fairy (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[232] The kind fairy (and continue reading passage) (Source: Text 1) (29) T:
[127] You are.. (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[128] (Continue reading passage) T:
[129] Folks (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[130] (Continue reading passage) T:
[131] Folks (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[132] (Continue reading passage) T:
[133] Knew (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[134] (Continue reading passage) T:
[135] We were (correcting the pronunciation) P:
[136] (Continue reading passage) (Source: Text 2) In (27), the teacher corrected the pupils" pronunciation as the pupil was reading and it happened every time the pupil mispronounced the words. The same can be seen in (28) and (29) where the teachers corrected all the pronunciations made by the pupils as they did the readings. h) Praise Utterances which give compliments to the pupils are categorized as praising. The total number of utterances used as praise is only 30/ 3602 where it is used 5, 11 and 14 times in texts 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Basically the words used were "very good" instead of other compliment words. The teachers in all the 3 texts did not use other compliment words such as "great", "excellent" or "good". By not doing so, the pupils were not exposed to varied vocabularies in the classroom. i) Translating Using translation is not uncommon in language classrooms in Malaysia. Translating could happen in the pupils" mother tongue or the national language. Teachers use translation when the pupils do not understand the word in English and students use translation when they do not know to say the words in English. In total, only 17/3602 of the utterances were translation words. Specifically, text 1 used 13 translation words, texts 2 used 4, while text 3 did not use any. In (34), the pupil did not know the word "crown" and resorted to saying "mahkota" in move [155] . The teacher then translated "mahkota" into "crown" in move [162] . In (35), the pupil could not describe the meaning of the word "fairy" and said the equivalent word in Malay, "pari-pari" in move [267] . Besides resorting to translate words intro Malay, the pupil in (36) also used Tamil (this is a Tamil school) in move [473] to explain the meaning of "excitedly" besides the Malay word " sorak-sorak" in move [474] . In (37), the teacher asked the pupil the meaning of the word "pat" in Tamil as can be seen in move [489] and the pupil answered in Tamil in move [490] . In (38), the pupil answered in Tamil in giving explanation of the word "orphanage" then the teacher explained the meaning again in English [106] . She also asked the pupils the meaning of "orphans" in Malay instead of in English in move [109] [373] Waa, he wants an…? P:
[374] I want an aeroplane. T:
[375] Aeroplane. [376] Ok. as a fairy, I"ll give him a toy aeroplane. [377] Next time aa… (Source: Text 1) There were only 2 jokes that emerged in the 3 lessons. One was in (40) where the teacher said "Sing aa..S.I.N.G sing..not Singh aa not the Punjabi Singh" in move [1044] which created laughter among the pupils. The other was in (41) where the teacher said in move [376] "Ok. As a fairy, I"ll give him a toy aeroplane" and moved on to say in move [377] "Next time aa…" V. PUPILS PRACTICES As for the pupils" practices, the common ones are answering, repeating and questioning. Correcting was also detected in this study, which is rare in Malaysian classrooms. The findings are shown in Table 2 . a) Answering As for the pupils" practices, basically their main role in the classrooms were answering the teachers" questions with a total of 557/3602 utterances. In text 1, 202 of the utterances were the pupils answering the teachers" questions, 199 in text 2 and 156 in text 3. Answers were basically one word answers which were very straight forward and do not require the pupils to think creatively. [139] The Golden Touch. T:
[140] Again? P:
[141] The Golden Touch. T:
[142] The Golden? P:
[143] Touch. T:
[144] Touch (Source: Text 1) (44) T:
[474] Everyday Meena and Getha come to school by bus.
[475] Yesterday Meena and Getha? P:
[476] went! T:
[477] Come becomes? P:
[478] Came! T:
[ It"s a… Roshan? P:
[115] It"s a…? S:
[117] Jug. (Source: Text 3) In answering the teachers" questions, most answers were one word answer as can be seen in (42) [1089] Wash. P:
[ [596] Match? T:
[597] Aaa.
[598] Match to the… no, no you don"t have to draw lines.. just number. [699] Just put the number aa.. put on the day.
rooms for improvement on some of the ways in which teachers normally carry out their lessons, giving more opportunity for the pupils in practicing using the language in more meaningful ways.
